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Optical vortex arrays have been achieved in an end-pumped Nd:YVO4 laser pumped by an annular beam. Spontaneous 
transverse mode locking of Laguerre-Gaussian modes in different frequency-degenerate families has been obtained by 
merely adjusting the pump power. The maximum output power of 0.88 W and the optical conversion efficiency of 13.6% 
are achieved for optical vortex arrays. Optical vortex arrays formed in different frequency-degenerate families of 
Laguerre-Gaussian modes can be actively controlled by the position of the axicon. This work provides a way to research 
transverse mode locking of Laguerre-Gaussian modes in different frequency-degenerate families based on annular beam 
pumping.   © 2021 Optical Society of America

 

 

Vortex beams carry orbital angular momentum (OAM) of lħ per photon with helical phase front characterized by the factor exp(ilθ), where l is the topological charge [1]. Compared to the conventional vortex beams with doughnut-shaped intensity profile, optical vortex arrays (OVAs) possess intriguing transverse patterns and multiple phase singularities. Strong requirements of OVAs have been put forward because of the boom of special applications such as Bose–Einstein condensate [2], manipulating multiple micro-particles [3], optical modulation and communication [4] and 3D displays [5]. In addition to external cavity methods using the liquid crystal layer [6,7] or spatial light modulator [8,9], OVAs have been primarily generated by the intra-cavity methods [10-15] basing on the dynamic characteristics of class-B lasers such as carbon dioxide (CO2) and solid-state lasers. Generally speaking, each transverse mode oscillated in a laser cavity has its own frequency, but for Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) modes, LGp,l modes satisfying 2p+|l|=q with 
q fixed have a common frequency, namely, a frequency-degenerate family [16] of LG modes. OVAs formed in a single frequency-degenerate family of LG modes have been well studied in a gas laser [16] and in vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) [17] theoretically and experimentally. However, transverse mode locking (TML) [18] of LG modes in different frequency-degenerate families has received less attention and only a few articles have reported this phenomenon. Compare to longitudinal mode locking, TML is relatively new, but it has been found to be used for forming OVAs recently. Spontaneous generation of orbital angular momentum crystals using a monolithic Nd:YAG nonplanar ring laser were produced by Lin et al. [15] but the laser cavity was relatively complicated. Yu et al. [19] 

reported a self-frequency doubling microchip laser to produce OVA patterns with combination of two frequency-degenerate families. However, the observed patterns, which were not very obvious, were slightly different from the theoretical results. Toda et al. [20] used sub-picosecond pulses combined with the second-harmonic to produce a paired OVA. High-order transverse modes have also been achieved by a decentered Gaussian beam pumped microchip laser [21]. Subsequently, they have studied a decentered annular beam pumped dual-vortex laser [22], whose orientation and separation between two holes could be controlled precisely. However, the laser cavity was unable to produce more interesting patterns stemmed from superposition of different high-order frequency-degenerate families. Zhang et al. [23-25] demonstrated intra-cavity generation of linearly distributed and continuously varied OVAs, and theoretically analyzed TML of LG modes in different frequency-degenerate families. Meanwhile, annular beam pumping [26] has been proved to be an effective way in the end-pumped solid-state laser for directly generating vortices, which has good spatial overlapping with target LG modes in the gain medium. Unfortunately, it was usually used to produce a single LG mode rather than OVAs. In this paper, we experimentally demonstrate OVAs formation from an annular beam pumped Nd:YVO4 laser originates from the TML of LG modes. As far as we know, this is the first time to achieve spontaneous TML of different frequency-degenerate transverse modes pumped by an annular beam. OVAs generation of LG modes in different frequency-degenerate families can be actively switched by adjusting the position of the axicon. LG modes are a set of solutions of the paraxial wave equation derived in cylindrical coordinates in a laser cavity, for which the 



electric field can be expressed as [13]: 
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where ( )l
pL ⋅  is the generalized Laguerre polynomial with radial and azimuthal indices of p and l, r and φ are the radial and azimuthal coordinates, respectively. ZR is the Rayleigh length, the radius of curvature r and the spot radius w are dependent on Z. To effectively calculate the beam profile, the low Fresnel number condition is applied, so the TML of different frequency-degenerate transverse modes [25] can be written as:  
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Where gp,l is the relative ratio of different modes, LGp,l(·) is the pure intensity items of LG modes, φp,l is the locked phases of LG modes. R  and k  are the average radius of curvature and average total index, respectively. From the formula (2), it is obvious that the field formed by the TML of different frequency-degenerate transverse modes shares the common phase items, which should be considered as a single mode once the TML occurs. Therefore, OVAs with temporal and spatial stability can be gained by above-mentioned conditions.  

 Fig. 1. Schematic of an annular pumped Nd:YVO4 laser for generating vortex array beams, the dotted part represents the subsequent measuring part. Insets depict the incident pump spot on crystal surface for cases (a) Δx=0.00 mm, (b) Δx=0.05 mm, (c) Δx=0.10 mm. The experimental setup for generating OVAs based on spontaneous TML is shown in Fig. 1. The pump source is an 808 nm fiber-coupled laser diode (LD) with a core diameter of 400 μm and a numerical aperture of 0.22, whose maximum power is 10 W. The pump beam is collimated with a plane-convex lens, then reshaped by an axicon (Thorlabs AX125-B) and a plane-convex lens, as a result, a focused annular pump beam [27] is formed around the focal plane, the focal length of both the lenses is 10 mm. The schematic incident pump spots on crystal surface are shown in the insets of Fig. 1. A three-dimensional coordinate system is introduced into the left surface of the laser crystal and the y-axis is along with the direction of the output laser propagation. The decentered distance Δx can be controlled by adjusting the axicon along the x-axis. When Δx=0.00 mm, the inner and outer diameter are about 0.6 mm and 1.0 mm, as shown in Fig.1(a). And the Fresnel number [10] can be calculated as 5.5, which is beneficial to sustain more multi-transverse modes. The laser material used in our experiments is a 3 mm ×3 mm 

×5 mm a-cut Nd:YVO4 crystal with 0.5 at.% doping concentration. The crystal is wrapped with indium foil and mounted in the copper heat sink. The temperature of laser crystal is actively controlled at 12℃ by a thermoelectric cooler (TEC) which is benefit to alleviate thermal effect. The left side of laser crystal is coated with high transmission (HT) at 808 nm and high reflection (HR) at 1064 nm to act as an input mirror of the laser cavity. The right-hand side of the laser crystal is coated with antireflection (AR) at 808 nm and 1064 nm to reduce the intra-cavity loss. The output coupler is a plane-parallel mirror, whose reflectivity is 90% at 1064 nm and the cavity length is approximately 25 mm. The longitudinal-mode spacing ΔvL is about 6 GHz, the relation between the longitudinal-mode spacing and the transverse-mode spacing is written as [28]: 
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−Δ Δ −              (3) Where ΔvL=6 GHz, L=20 mm and R is the reflectivity of the output coupler, the transverse-mode spacing ΔvT is found to be 0 GHz for a plane-parallel mirror, respectively. The small ΔvT is conducive to keep the stability of transverse patterns and assist nonlinear coupling. The output power is received by power meter (Thorlabs PM100D), the output laser beam profiles are recorded by a beam profile analyzer (Spiricon PYROCAM IIIHR) and a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. In addition, a part of the beam is interfered with the plane wave reference beam in a Mach–Zehnder interferometer to confirm the phase helicity of OVAs obtained in our experiment. 

  Fig. 2. Beam patterns formation from spontaneous TML of LG modes observed in the Nd:YVO4 laser: (a) representative experimental results (I: 2.42 W; II: 3.25 W; III: 4.24 W; IV: 4.56 W; V: 5.10 W; VI: 5.82 W), (b) the simulated beam intensities, the corresponding simulated LG modes are listed at the top, (c) the corresponding phases. When the optical axis of the axicon is coincident with the y-axis light (Δx=0.0 mm), six different beam profiles within the incident pump power (Pin) range from 2.20 W to 6.47 W are shown in Fig. 2(a). A stable doughnut-shaped LG0,1 mode (Pin=2.42 W) is obtained when Pin reaches 2.4 W. The beam profile switched from LG0,1 mode to the two-vortex mode (Pin=3.25 W) when Pin exceeds 3.2 W. As increasing Pin over 4.2 W, the four-vortex array beam (Pin=4.24 W) and the LG1,0 mode-like radial symmetric beam profile (Pin=4.56 W) appears. When Pin is further increased higher than 5 W, the complex three-vortex array (Pin=5.10 W) and four-vortex array (Pin=5.82 W) in radial direction are observed. The four-vortex array in radial direction still remains stable when Pin is increased to 6.5 W. Considering the thermal effect and damage threshold of laser material, Pin is not further increased. The beam pattern orientation becomes slightly offset from the z-axis probably due to the imperfectly symmetrical distribution of the gain on the laser crystal. 



  Fig. 3. OVAs formation from TML of LG modes and output power of the CW Nd:YVO4 laser versus the incident pump power. I: LG0,1 mode, II: two-vortex array, III: four-vortex array, IV: LG1,0 mode, V: three-vortex array in radial direction, and VI: four-vortex array in radial direction. The threshold pump power for aforementioned six different OVAs (I: LG0,1 mode, II: two-vortex array, III: four-vortex array, IV: LG1,0 mode, V: three-vortex array in radial direction, and VI: four-vortex array in radial direction.) are 2.20 W, 3.20 W, 4.20 W, 4.55 W, 5.00 W, and 5.80 W, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3. Each OVA is stable within a certain range. The output power increases linearly with Pin and the slope efficiency is approximately 20%. The maximum output power is 0.88 W at Pin is 6.47 W and the optical conversion efficiency is calculated to be 13.6%. A higher output power and more complicated OVA can be obtained with further increasing Pin. The theoretically simulated beam profiles provided by Matlab look similar to the experimental beam profiles, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The first column is a LG0,1 mode, and OVAs formation from TML of LG modes in a frequency-degenerated family (2p+|l|=2) are established by numerical simulation in the second, third and fourth column. Three different beam patterns under the circumstances are due to the competitive coefficients of three LG modes of such frequency-degenerated family. The weights g1,0, g0,2, and g0,-2 for generating a stable two-vortex array in the second column are 0.55, 1.35 and 0.45, respectively. Further increasing Pin, the increasing input power leads to increasing of both g1,0 and g0,-2, in particular,    
g0,-2 reaches the same level as g0,2, as a result, a four-vortex array is formed (g1,0=0.95, g0,2=0.85, g0,-2=0.85) in the third column. And in the fourth column, g1,0 plays a major role, g0,2 and g0,-2 almost go down to zero (g1,0=0.52, g0,2=0.08, g0,-2=0.08) when Pin continuously increases. It is a typical behavior for TML of a single frequency-degenerated family of LG modes [16,17]. Meanwhile, for the beam profiles in last two columns, TML of LG modes in different frequency-degenerate families occurs. The three-vortex array in radial direction is a result of TML of LG0,1 mode (2p+|l|=1) and LG0,3 mode (2p+|l|=3) (g0,1=0.57, g0,3=0.92). And the four-vortex array in radial direction is due to TML of LG1,0, LG0,2 modes (2p+|l|=2) and LG0,4 mode (2p+|l|=4) (g1,0=0.53, g0,2=0.8, g0,4=1.08). And it shows that the transition from optical vortex arrays formed in a single frequency-degenerate family of Laguerre-Gaussian modes to optical vortex arrays formed in different frequency-degenerate families of Laguerre-Gaussian modes has been achieved spontaneously. Although different frequency-degenerated families in a cavity usually have different optical frequencies, the frequency interval of transverse modes for a Fabry-Perot cavity might be small enough to achieve TML of different frequency-degenerated families [24]. The phases of the simulated profiles are expressed in Fig. 2(c), the corresponding phase singularities from the first column to the last column are 1, 2, 4, 0, 3 and 4, respectively. The phase helicity of OVAs obtained in our experiment is verified by the Mach–Zehnder interferential method, as shown in 

Fig. 4(a1) and (a2). The measured interference fringes of the LG0,1 mode and two-vortex array show that the corresponding phase singularities are 1 and 2, and the topological charge l of the LG0,1 mode and two-vortex array are both 1, which has a good agreement with the simulated interference patterns in Fig. 4(b1) and (b2). The phase helicity of two-vortex array fits the features of two-vortex array formed in TML of a single frequency-degenerated family of LG modes in Fig. 2(c). 

 Fig. 4. (a1) (a2) fork interference pattern of the doughnut mode and the two-vortex array, (b1) (b2) the interference pattern of the simulated doughnut mode and two-vortex array and the red arrows point to the forked fringes. TML of LG modes in different frequency-degenerate families can be actively controlled by the position of axicon, as shown in Fig. 5(a). The position of the axicon is defined as the Origin (0,0), which dominates the centrosymmetric center of annular beam in Fig. 1(a), and when the axicon moves along the negative direction of the x-axis, the pump beam profile is transformed to a decentered annular beam, as shown in Fig. 1(a) - (c), that is, the outer ring stays almost unchanged, the inner ring moves along the positive direction of the x-axis. The LG0,1 mode is obtained When the decentered distance Δx stay at 0. The two-vortex array is achieved (Pin=3 W) within Δx<100 μm and the separation between two holes is increased with the enlarging Δx in Fig. 5(a2) - (a4). However, two-vortex array is replaced by a flat-topped beam at Δx>100 μm, which is attributed to the pump beam profile matched better with the Gaussian mode rather than the LG mode when Δx is too large [22]. 

 Fig. 5. (a1) - (a4) beam patterns with the axicon at different positions along the positive direction of the x-axis, (b1) - (b4) the fork interference patterns obtained in our experiment and the red arrows point to the forked fringes, (c1) - (c4) the simulated beam intensities, (d1) - (d4) the fork interference patterns of the simulated beam. The fork interference patterns of the evolution from LG0,1 mode to the two vortex array are measured in Fig. 5(b). The topological charge l is 1 in Fig. 5(b1) and two forklike fringes with opposite directions are obtained in Fig. 5(b2) - (b4), which are different from the case in Fig. 4(a2). It shows that the corresponding phase singularity is 2 and the topological charge l is 1 and -1, respectively. These results in Fig. 5(a) are similar to those in Ref. 



[22] and we think that TML of LG modes in a frequency-degenerated family (2p+|l|=2) in Fig. 4(a2) is broken by a decentered annular pump beam. It actually is a result of TML of LG0,0 mode (2p+|l|=0), LG0,1 mode, LG0,-1 mode (2p+|l|=1) and LG1,0 mode (2p+|l|=2), which is shown as numerical simulations in Fig. 5(c). There is a LG0,1 mode in Fig. 5(c1) and two vortex array in Fig. 5(c2), which is a result of TML of LG0,1 mode, LG0,-1 mode (2p+|l|=1) and LG1,0 mode (2p+|l|=2) [22]. As Δx growing, the decentered annular pump beam makes the LG0,0 mode oscillate, a LG0,0 mode is introduced into TML of LG modes and the separation between two holes is dependent on the weight of the coefficient of LG0,0 mode. Simulated Beam patterns with the continuous variation of separation between two holes in Fig. 5(c3) - (c4) are due to the different weights of the coefficient of LG0,0 mode (g0,0=0.04, g0,1=0.32, 
g0,-1=0.32, g1,0=0.35) and (g0,0=0.12, g0,1=0.32,   g0,-1=0.32, g1,0=0.25), respectively. Two vortex arrays can be replaced by the flat-topped beam when the weight g0,0 continuously increases. The simulated fork interference patterns in Fig. 5(d) matches well with the experimental results obtained in our experiment. It proves once again that decentered annular beam pumping is an effective way to achieve OVAs generation of LG modes in different frequency-degenerate families. In summary, we have experimentally obtained spontaneous TML of LG modes in different frequency-degenerate families based on an end-pumped Nd:YVO4 laser pumped by an annular beam. The maximum output power of OVAs is 0.88 W and the optical conversion efficiency is 13.6%. OVAs generation of LG modes in different frequency-degenerate families can be actively controlled by adjusting the position of the axicon. This work paves a road to produce OVAs formation from TML of different frequency-degenerate families based on an annular beam. Quasi-Watt-level OVAs provide a potential stage for a variety of special applications, such as 3D displays. 
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